
Vintage Scrapbooking Idea
Instructions No. 1442
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 1 hour

Vintage scrapbook albums hit the nerve of the time and are very popular. Scrapbooking is a wonderful way to turn your photo albums into
unique souvenir albums - individually and with great attention to detail . A Scrapbook album in vintage style is always a nice, personal and
creative gift idea. In this tutorial we show you what is important when you make a gift. We hope you enjoy recreating the scrapbooking idea
in vintage style.

You would like to record your family history in a very special photo album?

You would like to make your family tree a special memory with photos?

Are you looking for a gift idea with vintage style photos?

The vintage look has also reached the scrapbook albums. Muted colours and "old" clocks, keys, photos and lettering and embellishments also make your
Scrapbook album in the blink of an eye a few memories in vintage style. Would you also like to make such a beautiful vintage-Scrapbook album ?

Our Vintage Scrapbooking idea can now be easily recreated.

What is important is the personal and individual look you give your vintage album. There should be no limits to your creativity.

For the big album, a vintage paper sheet measuring 30.5 x 30.5 cm is first stuck onto the cover. Papers for scrapbooking can be found in a large Selection.
vintage-style scrapbooking paper you can usually recognize by the rather muted colors and possibly old-fashioned pictures, patterns or symbols such as 19th
century bicycles, old watches, newspaper clippings and much more. The Vintage-Paper can be combined wonderfully with each other because of its colouring
and at the same time it provides a nice background for your texts and pictures. You can cut the papers to different formats. If you want to use scrapbooking for
creative design, you can glue different papers together and then place your pictures on the papers. If you would like to write inscriptions with a nice pen, please
remember that Paper must not be too dark or harmonize with your pen.

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/craft-techniques/scrapbooking/scrapbook-album/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/craft-techniques/scrapbooking/scrapbook-paper/


With the scrapbook in vintage style it is also possible to use vintage embellishments. Baroque frames, Metal accessories like clocks, gears or keys but also
Lace ribbon give your Scrapbook album the classic vintage look. The embellishments are fixed with paper glue, superglue or hot melt (depending on size and
type) on the title of the scrapbook album. You can also use ribbons and accessories like Feathers or stickers wonderfully.

According to your personal taste, additional papers , 3D stickers, accessories, possibly together with a personal photo, are stuck on both albums. Especially on
the title of the scrapbooking album it makes sense to use many accessories. In the inner part you should take care that the accessories are not too thick and
make it difficult to close the album.

Background knowledge about the scrapbooking technique

With the scrapbooking technique, an album, e.g. in the format 30.5 x 30.5 cm, is classically designed into unique one-offs using high-quality paper in the same
format. Personal photos, souvenirs such as concert tickets or messages are arranged on each side of the memory albums together with motif papers and high-
quality accessories to create unforgettable theme worlds. 

You have the desire to create your personal memory album? Then discover our complete scrapbooking assortment here

Article number Article name Qty
721875 VBS Ring binder album with passe-partout, DIN A5 1
723473 Decorative wooden forms "Frame" 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/craft-techniques/scrapbooking/embellishments/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/craft-techniques/scrapbooking/
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